1930's Classics Trip Around the World
Quilt Designed by Deb Mosa
Finished Quilt Approx. 86” x 86” - Finished Block Size: 12” x 12”
*1930’s Classics* fabrics by Exclusively Quilters - Style #3967

**Fabric Requirements:** Based on 42” wide fabric
3 yards chevron print (#60745-100) [*with optional cutting choice 1-3/4 yards]*
1/2 yard purple leaf (60746-3)
3/4 yard pink small floral (#60747-1)
1/4 yard yellow dot (#60748-4)
1/2 yard pink dot (#60748-1)
1/2 yard blue dot (#60748-2)
1-7/8 yards purple dot (#60748-3)
1/4 yard pink large floral (#60749-1)
5/8 yard blue large floral (#60749-2)
5/8 yard purple large floral (#60749-3)
3/4 yard yellow large floral (#60749-4)
3/4 yard pink mini floral (#60750-1)
3/4 yard yellow mini floral (#60750-4)
2-3/8 yards white on white
8-1/8 yards fabric for backing (#60745-100 suggested)
94” x 94” quilt batting

**Cutting Directions:** All measurements based on a 1/4” seam allowance.
From each of the yellow dot and pink large floral print fabrics:
Cut one 4-1/2” x 42” strip
From each of the purple leaf, pink dot and blue dot print fabrics:
Cut two 4-1/2” x 42” strips
From each of blue large floral and purple large floral print fabrics:
Cut three 4-1/2” x 42” strips
From each of the pink small floral, yellow large floral print, pink mini floral and yellow mini floral fabrics:
Cut four 4-1/2” x 42” strips
From the purple dot fabric:
Cut seventeen 2-1/2” x 42” strips, includes border and binding
Cut nine 1-1/2” x 42” strips for border
From the white fabric:
Cut seventeen 4-1/2” x 42” strips, from two strips rebcut sixteen 4-1/2” squares
From the chevron print fabric:
Trim raw edges and selvage from 3 yards. Using a ruler, cut one corner from the yardage at a 45 degree angle. From the cut corner, cut one 6-1/2” strip measuring from the bias cut edge. Cut seven more 6-1/2” strips from the larger section measuring from the bias cut edge. Baste bias cut edges or starch to prevent stretching.

[*Optional cutting if using straight cut borders and reduced yardage. Cut eight 6-1/2” x 42” strips.*]
**Block Construction:**

1. Cut one each of the following 4-1/2" strips into two equal lengths: white, purple leaf, pink small floral, pink dot, pink mini floral, yellow large floral and yellow mini floral.

2. From one pink dot 4-1/2" half strip, cut two 4-1/2" squares. From one pink small floral half-strip cut one 4-1/2" square. Sew the pink small floral square between the pink dot squares. Unit letters are shown in circles.

(NOTE: Use 42" strips unless half-strip is noted.)

3. Stitch a 4-1/2" pink dot strip between two white strips. From this, cut six 4-1/2" wide units.

4. Sew the unit made in Step 2 between two units made in Step 3. This is Block A.

5. Sew a 4-1/2" white square centered on pink dot strip of remaining four units made in Step 3. These are the four Corner Blocks.

6. Sew half-length strips together lengthwise as shown. From this cut four 4-1/2" wide units.

7. Sew 42" strips together lengthwise as shown. From this cut eight 4-1/2" wide units.

8. Stitch a 4-1/2" pink mini floral strip between two white strips. Make 3 pieced strips. From these, cut twenty 4-1/2" wide units.

9. Stitch together one white/pink mini floral/white unit, pink small floral/pink mini floral and a 4-1/2" white square as shown. Make a total of four Block H.

10. Stitch a 4-1/2" yellow mini floral strip between two white strips. Make 2 pieced strips. From these, cut 12 4-1/2" wide units.

11. Stitch together one white/yellow mini floral/white unit, blue dot/yellow large floral unit and a 4-1/2" white square as shown. Make a total of four Block G.

12. Stitch together one white/yellow mini floral/white unit, blue dot/yellow large floral unit and a 4-1/2" white square as shown. Make a total of four Block I.

13. Stitch a 4-1/2" yellow large floral strip between two white strips. From this, cut eight 4-1/2" wide units.

14. Using half-length strips, stitch a 4-1/2" purple leaf strip between two white strips. From this, cut four 4-1/2" wide units.
15. Using half-length strips, stitch a 4-1/2” yellow mini floral strip between 4-1/2” purple leaf and yellow large floral strips. From this, cut four 4-1/2” wide units.

16. Sew a 4-1/2” yellow mini floral strip between 4-1/2” purple leaf and yellow dot strips. From this, cut eight 4-1/2” wide units.

17. Sew a 4-1/2” yellow large floral strip between 4-1/2” blue dot and pink large floral strips. From this, cut eight 4-1/2” wide units.

18. Sew a 4-1/2” pink small floral strip between 4-1/2” blue large floral and purple large floral strips. Make a total of three pieced panels. From these, cut twenty 4-1/2” wide units.

19. Using 4-1/2” units (lower case letters in circles), piece the number of blocks (upper case letters) as indicated:

- Block B: Make 4
- Block C: Make 4
- Block D: Make 4
- Block E: Make 8
- Block F: Make 4

Assembling the Quilt Top:
1. Referring to Quilt Center Layout on Page 4 and color quilt image, layout all the blocks in nine diagonal rows as shown. Sew blocks into diagonal rows. Sew rows together. Trim edges of quilt center 1/4” beyond outermost seam points to about 68-3/8” square. Baste bias cut edges to prevent stretching.

2. Make four borders each with two 2-1/2” x 42” purple dot strips sewn together end-to-end. Sew borders to right and left sides of quilt center. Press and trim excess from these and all successive border additions. Add remaining borders to top and bottom of quilt center.

3. Sew two 6-1/2” diagonally cut chevron stripe strips (cut on Page 1) together matching design as much as possible to make a border. Make a total of four borders. Sew to right and left sides then to top and bottom. [If using straight cut strips, make each border by sewing two 6-1/2” x 42” strips sewn together end-to-end.]

4. Sew nine 1-1/2” x 42” purple dot strips together end-to-end. Cut into four equal length borders. Add to right and left sides then to top and bottom of quilt.

Finishing the Quilt:
1. Layer the quilt backing, batting and quilt top. Baste layers together.

2. Quilt or tie as desired.

3. Prepare binding from nine 2-1/2” x 44” strips of purple dot fabric. Sew strips together into one long binding strip. Press strip in half lengthwise.

4. Carefully trim backing and batting even with quilt top.

5. Stitch binding to edge of quilt. Turn binding to back of quilt and blind stitch in place. Sign and date your work.
Quilt Center Layout

trim edges